At present, the Rohingya repatriation process is not only bilateral diplomatic concern between Bangladesh and Myanmar but also have a global concern. Many national and international communities, NGOs and INGOs have already awaked up about the Rohingya Crisis as a humanitarian or judicial ground. But the repatriation process of the Rohingya is a matter of vague and have not been seen definite parameters and facts. Many powerful states in the world i.e. U.S.A, China, Russia, U.K, and India have not yet clarify the position for the repatriation process. Besides, UN, SAARC, BIMSTEC, OIC and World Bank have played roles for the humanitarian ground but not realistic grounds for the repatriation process. In the repatriation process, some challenges i.e. geopolitical, historical relations, economic, trade, religion are highly significant. In these challenges are differ from Bangladesh to Myanmar. With the strong diplomatic negotiations ground, already Bangladesh crates an awareness all over the world to repatriate the Rohingya in their own land. Many opportunities i.e. UN voice, many intellectuals and parliamentarian support, documentations and Media role have shown a way to resolve the repatriation process of Rohingya. This paper draws an attention on scenario of theses regional and global responses and will explore these challenges and opportunities for the Rohingya repatriation process.
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